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• Abstract (300 words):

During the last two decades of the rapid urban development in China, Chinese cities expanded their boundaries significantly. Many natural villages that used to locate at the outskirt of cities have been surrounded by the newly built up urban environment. The emergence of ‘urban village’ as the unique phenomenon during the urbanization of China has become an urgent issue due to the social and environmental problems that they brought in.

A case study of ‘urban village’ renovation project will be analyzed to explore the implementation of planning and design procedure that were adopted in the project. One of the author was a member of the planning and design team for this ‘urban village’
renovation project. After 7 years of being built and developed, the current situation, living condition and lifestyle of relocated-occupants in this newly-built residential area have been observed and recorded in this study. The planning and design intentions and principles which are led by main stakeholders have been observed and analyzed with the current environment. The aim of this paper is to illustrate the actual situation of post occupancy in newly-built residential community by this empirical study.

This research focuses on how the design and planning methods influenced occupants' lifestyle by regenerating the urban configurations. And to what extent the feedback from occupants, no matter the direct or indirect responses, could have chance to improve the design methods for more sustainable outcomes. Conclusively, this paper provides two suggestions for better understanding of sustainable neighbourhood design: 1) the importance of recording planning and design procedures of urban village renovation project; 2) and how those data that are collected from actual living conditions in newly-built ‘urban villages’ could work with residential planning and design procedure in respect of sustainability.
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